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The more mental energy is given to a construct, whether in this “space-time” realm or any other, the more 
“real” it becomes - and finally it presents itself as a reality. We also should at least 'consider' that  Space-time 
itself may have been created by a group of entities in the sub-quantum realm, in much the same way that 
programmers of Virtual Reality systems create “worlds”. 

The Atlantean Sorcerers used their magic to create portals or doorways into the other dimensions. It has 
been said that they would mark their personal portal with an ethereal impression of their face. These faces 
not only guarded the portals for their owners, but signified to the other sorcerers who the owner of the portal 
was. From these Face Signature Portals rose the stories of Magical Forests that Could Speak, Haunted 
Woods and Enchanted Forests.  

The above photo is the only “known” signature face portal photo in the world. My husband Brad Sutherland 
took this photo in the Woods of Burlington in 2006. In the photo you see the face looking out at Brad with a 
smile on his face. It is definitely a portal created by a White Sorcerer! 

Doorways opening into the invisible worlds that co-exist in our 3 dimensional world, may be unseen to us but 
are none the less very real. Scientists claim that they don't exist yet annually spend millions of dollars trying 
to re-create the doorways of the ancient ones. Right now scientists are trying to create artificial wormholes in 
hopes of creating these dimensional gateways that our natural vortices already possess and we are already 
using, some consciously and others unconsciously. 

Not only do the vortices provide us with doorways into the other realms, but mankind is somewhat of a 
magical creature in themselves. Merely by using intent, one can move forward in time or project themselves 
in another space. I not only teach this, but we have collected over 60,000 photographs in the last ten years 
that bear witness to the fact that this actually happens . Maybe this is one of the reasons the 'Controllers of 



the Old Paradigm' fear us... maybe they know something about us that we are yet to find out.  After all didn't 
they use 'our' minds to create the reality they desired. Maybe they can't create realities with their 
thoughts...maybe it is something in our genes that they lack and that is why they have to artificially create 
wormholes for their time and space travel.  Oh well, maybe I am “getting ahead of myself' with this kind of 
thinking... Hmm...speaking of “getting ahead of myself” with my thoughts...check out the following 
photograph of this woman “getting ahead of herself” as she projects her thoughts ahead of herself...

Again our government has spent millions of dollars studying this phenomena. If they didn't believe this to be 
a valid phenomena, why have they spent so much time, energy and money in the study of 'Remote 
Viewing'? And while I am asking that question, may I add one more...Why have they spent so much time, 
energy and money keeping their studies a secret to the masses? 

Remote Viewing is a very real phenomena..but it is not merely having a gift to 'see' ahead into time and 
space...It is the ability to 'step out of your physical body', go to the source with your ethereal, absorb that 
information and bring it back into your physical body's conscious memory.  And the most wondrous part of 
this experience is 'we as humans all have this ability'! Sad part of this is...most of us don't even realize what 
we are experiencing...such as the woman you see in the above photo. It was only 'after' she saw this photo 
did she realize that she had traveled ahead of herself.. And why did she step out of herself...simply because 
she was excited and wanted to see what was at the top of the hill... In other words she moved out of her 
body simply through the act of 'intent'. 

When the holographic personality (lack of of better term) steps outside of the physical body, it can collect 
information from anywhere...because it has the ability to tap into the “Collective Consciousness” which 
contains all the information of everything that “ever was”, “is” and “ever will be”. After you come to realize 
you have this ability, then it is just a matter of 'tuning' into and 'capturing' the signal you wish to focus on. 



Every person (whether living or deceased) not only has their own “unique frequency signal' but their own 
“quantum” hard drive that stores all their personal information...including all their DNA ancestral memories. 
Each person's  'personal; holographic storage space, is then linked to or is a part of the “Collective 
Consciousness”.

Realizing that everyone has their own unique  frequency signal, by overlapping or “meshing” your signal with 
another, you can now tap into their quantum hard drive...whether they are living or decease. Even though a 
person may be deceased from this world, their own personal data and programs still exist in the sub-
quantum realm. This can be accessed simply by 'tuning' into the deceased personal resonance signature. 
This can be done through intent and becoming 'one' with that person you are seeking...mesh your mind with 
theirs..and allow the information and personality “flow”. 

Becoming one with the mind of another is again a very natural process for humans. When you share the 
mind of another, you “walk in their soul”, you hear and feel their thoughts, their emotions, their love, their 
pain, their decisions, their pain, etc. It is something you “should” do with responsibility and permission. Many 
married people experience this phenomena all the time. They seem to know what the other is thinking and 
will actually finish the sentence of their spouse. They grow to like the same music, the same foods, etc. 
What they have 'tapped' into and the information that goes with it is eternal. It does not die with the physical 
body and everything that the deceased person experiences on the other side can be shared with the person 
tapping into him/her on this side. Communication of the minds can no more cease than energy can be 
destroyed. I repeat...it is just a matter of tapping into the signal and allowing the information to flow.

Thank you for allowing me to share my thoughts with you today. 

May You Find Your Path 
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Don't forget to come on one of our tours here in the Burlington Vortex
http://www.burlingtonnews.net/hauntedtours
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